UCC

Frances, Boyana, Colin, Mike U, Mike J, Christian, Jordan, Bil, Jana, Sarah, Roberta, Ron

√CRS 633 - app
√CRS 651 - Phreg enforcement on law. Acronym needs to be fixed. app

√CRS 660 - Ask about distribution of hrs. app

√FIN 615 - app
√5627 - app
√5628 - app
√5654 - Need to fix semester app
√5656 - app
√5469/569 app
√5603 app

PPPM 685 - Due date LCB, Syll & CL hrs don't match. No grading rubric would be helpful for students. Sarah ok w/course.

ARH 457/557 - Parts of syllab missing grad student element. SEI on CL & Syll not consistent. Appears they want course # that was deact. in 1989, so really a new course. Update Cat. Desc. Sarah OK.
APH 451/551 - at Obs specify Visual Arts in syllabus & not contests in prereq
Sarah OK

LINE/593 - need credits from US documented (email to author & courtesy email)
HPHY 420/520 - need to know what GEs are being per Sarah. This is inconsistent.

Can't say just more homework for grids
Sarah OK

SOC 445/545 - prev app for MC? Can only get MC once since topics. Do they still want MC?
Needs to know GE role.

PS 320 - app
PS 420/520 - app

WGS 350 - need more clarity on prereq, to Registrar: approved course & GE Ed & MC